
RESEARCH PAPER ON INTERNET BANKING IN INDIA

E-banking is the most pioneering trend among the customers in the present This particular paper endeavors to explore
the sundry online .. To study and analyze the progress made by Indian banking industry in adoption.

India has scheduled banks with 99, ATM network June The success of Internet banking depends upon the well
designed website of a bank. Otherwise technology has played pivotal role in banking sector. The different
amendments by the RBI they made to follow the mandatory rules and regulations, guidelines, instructions for
the banks and customers, It helps to provide privacy to the customers about their account and every transaction
while operating their account at the time of online banking. And these are the burden on the public sector
banks to spent much money on their training that how to operate the computers while work in the bank to deal
any transaction. Globalization and technological advancement like kiosks and internet brought many products
and services like ATMs, Smart cards, Online Banking which is facilitating electronic payment, Plastic money
services, Brokerages and foreign exchange transactions, which automatically leads to wide access of B2B and
B2C business domains. Journal of Finance 55 3 :  Aladwani, M. After the 18th centaury banking industry has
Journal of Applied Sciences, 9 10 , â€”  K Shafi. Mohammed, S. Every work in the banking industry is
computerized from opening of account to transfer of money through e banking, which needs not to go to the
banks and stand in a long queues for a long time which helps the customers as well as banking institutions to
do work easy, efficient and fast. Every work in the human life is much easier than the traditional one. Due to
technology there are so many innovations in banking sector. Even it has many advantages; E-Finance in
banking sector has associated with many risks like security risk, System architecture and design etc. But at this
present scenario few of the customers are not take the advantage of this e banking due to unawareness and
uneducation because technology demands knowledge to operate it. E Banking also makes the competition
between different banks for providing a better services to their customers and also attract the more and more
customers. Banking is also the one from all of them. Muhammed Abstract Electronic banking and finance is
the penetrating mechanism with a variety of services especially in the banking sector. The website technology
has totally transformed the banking business. Aggarwal, Reena. After the 18th centaury banking industry has
been much developed in the field of technology. So this paper discusses the impact of E-Finance on banking
sector, its various products and services, diverse risk associated with electronic banking services and its
solutions to tackle these challenges. Copyright c M. Adel , Online Banking: a field study of drivers,
development challenges, and expectations, International Journal of Information Management, pp. In some of
the banks public sector banks few of the staff is with old age ones officials they have very less knowledge
about computerized banking e banking and this thing takes long time when they do any transaction. Due to
technology everything is computerized. The study is based on exploratory research mainly on qualitative
analysis. Assankutty, Jojo Mon.


